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Whether you&#39;re annoyed with your neighbor, agitated with your boss, or tired of your lazy

roommate, this unique side-by-side flippable flap novelty book of amusing and socially unacceptable

phrases will provide endless possibilities for creative and colorful vocabulary. Both young and old

students and professionals alike will appreciate this easy-to-use, uncensored, totally x-rated, and

hilarious phrase generator. Unleash the immaturity and skewed sense of humor within and never be

left searching for a clever comeback again.
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Sarah Royal has spent the past few years in New Jersey, New York City, and Chicago, and has

absorbed a great deal of creative profanity from all three environments. She currently lives in

Portland, Oregon.Jillian Panarese has worked behind the scenes in enough restaurants to have

heard a smorgasbord of indignities guaranteed to keep her talking like a sailor for a lifetime.

She&#39;s a damned good cook, and currently lives in Clinton, New Jersey.

This was a huge hit at the office - there are tons of hilarious word concoctions. Perfect to use when

you're dealing with a difficult boss, coworker, customer and looking for something creative and

break the tension. Perfect!!!!

I gave two of these as gifts to people who like to swear. They LOVED IT!! Actually, one was a gift

and the other was for me. But a friend liked it so much he offered to buy it from me. I told him he



could have it. (He will use it as I won't!)

A fun gift for people who don't mind a little off-color humor. I bought one for my husband for those

days when things go wrong and your standard, everyday curses just don't cut it. :) We laugh out

loud at some of the creative combinations. Not for folks easily offended by swear words.

Is an entertaining book, was hoping for more creativity than what it comes with. The terms in the

book are colloquial and not very out of the ordinary from what is spoken or heard in everyday life.

Upon arrival it has good quality and nice silk. I've had it for 3 months now and it was flying most of

the time and the stitching is coming apart. I'm trying to reach sew it but I was never good at

stitching. Guess I'll have to find another one of better quality.

Bought as a gift for my boss who has a very colorful vocabulary. Its a hit in the office (maybe don't

let HR get wind of it) and I have one at home that is always fun to reference.

Pretty friggin funny. I bought this for my brother who clearly needs to broaden his vocabulary when it

comes to cursing because he uses the F word way too often. However inn my opinion there are so

many more creative/hilarious ways to get your point across. I just so happened to open it as soon as

it came in in front of my father and the UPS guy (they chit chat every time he comes by) and my dad

started reading it. They laughed so hard and now I have to buy two more for them.

I'm an "older" woman with the sense of humor of an obnoxious teenage boy. This little gem of

obnoxious humor may not be appreciated by some adults. Keep away from the kiddos and share

with like-minded individuals to fully enjoy what Creative Cursing has to offer.
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